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∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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• Gravitational-wave trigger in LIGO-Hanford only
• Livingston – noise transient
• No signal in Virgo
• Consistent with BNS merger
• 1.7s later --- GRB alert from Fermi
• Weak GRB (~10-7 erg cm-2)

The 90% credible intervals(Veitch et al. 2015; Abbott et al.
2017e) for the component masses (in the m m1 2. convention)
are m M1.36, 2.261 Î :( ) and m M0.86, 1.362 Î :( ) , with total
mass M2.82 0.09

0.47
-
+

:, when considering dimensionless spins with

magnitudes up to 0.89 (high-spin prior, hereafter). When the
dimensionless spin prior is restricted to 0.05- (low-spin prior,
hereafter), the measured component masses are m 1.36,1 Î (

M1.60 :) and m M1.17, 1.362 Î :( ) , and the total mass is

Figure 2. Joint, multi-messenger detection of GW170817 and GRB170817A. Top: the summed GBM lightcurve for sodium iodide (NaI) detectors 1, 2, and 5 for
GRB170817A between 10 and 50 keV, matching the 100 ms time bins of the SPI-ACS data. The background estimate from Goldstein et al. (2016) is overlaid in red.
Second: the same as the top panel but in the 50–300 keV energy range. Third: the SPI-ACS lightcurve with the energy range starting approximately at 100 keV and
with a high energy limit of least 80 MeV. Bottom: the time-frequency map of GW170817 was obtained by coherently combining LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-
Livingston data. All times here are referenced to the GW170817 trigger time T0

GW.
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∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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• GW localization: ~30 deg2

• Virgo non-detection helped

• Overlap with Fermi GRB

• GW: binary neutron star merger

• Distance: ~40 Mpc (+-10)

• GCN notice issued within 30min

• Over 60 observatories searched 

for counterparts (gamma-ray, X-

ray, UVOIR, radio, neutrino)

• Optical transient found within 11h

Localization and search for counterpart

Gondstein+ 2017

LIGO+ ApJL 2017



Figure 2. Timeline of the discovery of GW170817, GRB 170817A, SSS17a/AT 2017gfo, and the follow-up observations are shown by messenger and wavelength
relative to the time tc of the gravitational-wave event. Two types of information are shown for each band/messenger. First, the shaded dashes represent the times when
information was reported in a GCN Circular. The names of the relevant instruments, facilities, or observing teams are collected at the beginning of the row. Second,
representative observations (see Table 1) in each band are shown as solid circles with their areas approximately scaled by brightness; the solid lines indicate when the
source was detectable by at least one telescope. Magnification insets give a picture of the first detections in the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, optical, X-ray, and
radio bands. They are respectively illustrated by the combined spectrogram of the signals received by LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-Livingston (see Section 2.1), the
Fermi-GBM and INTEGRAL/SPI-ACS lightcurves matched in time resolution and phase (see Section 2.2), 1 5×1 5 postage stamps extracted from the initial six
observations of SSS17a/AT 2017gfo and four early spectra taken with the SALT (at tc+1.2 days; Buckley et al. 2017; McCully et al. 2017b), ESO-NTT (at
tc+1.4 days; Smartt et al. 2017), the SOAR 4 m telescope (at tc+1.4 days; Nicholl et al. 2017d), and ESO-VLT-XShooter (at tc+2.4 days; Smartt et al. 2017) as
described in Section 2.3, and the first X-ray and radio detections of the same source by Chandra (see Section 3.3) and JVLA (see Section 3.4). In order to show
representative spectral energy distributions, each spectrum is normalized to its maximum and shifted arbitrarily along the linear y-axis (no absolute scale). The high
background in the SALT spectrum below 4500Å prevents the identification of spectral features in this band (for details McCully et al. 2017b).
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Fig. 5. Model schematics considered in this paper. In each panel, the eye indicates 
the line of sight to the observer. (A) A classical, on-axis, ultra-relativistic, weak short 
gamma-ray burst (sGRB). (B) A classical, slightly off-axis, ultra-relativistic, strong 
sGRB. (C) A wide-angle, mildly-relativistic, strong cocoon with a choked jet. (D) A 
wide-angle, mildly-relativistic, weak cocoon with a successful off-axis jet. 
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Kasliwal+ Science 2017

• Very weak --- energy orders of magnitude below weakest GRB detected

• Short-hard --- consistent with binary neutron star picture

• Host galaxy --- low star formation, probably very old NSs (Blanchard+ 2017)

• X-ray/Radio delay (9 and 15 days) --- unusual, consistent with off-axis scenario

• There was a GRB   à merger remnant collapsed to a black hole

• 1.7 s delay --- e.g. jet propagation before shock

• Fundamental limits: Constraint on speed of gravity: ~10-15c | rules out DM emulators | etc.
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Afterglow
GRB + afterglow observations consistent with

• Structured relativistic jet viewed “off-axis” 

(e.g., Lazzatti+ 2017)

• Off axis relativistic jet + ejecta 

(cocoon; e.g. Piro+ 2017) 

Margutti+ 2018



Off-axis?

We
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Fig. 5. Model schematics considered in this paper. In each panel, the eye indicates 
the line of sight to the observer. (A) A classical, on-axis, ultra-relativistic, weak short 
gamma-ray burst (sGRB). (B) A classical, slightly off-axis, ultra-relativistic, strong 
sGRB. (C) A wide-angle, mildly-relativistic, strong cocoon with a choked jet. (D) A 
wide-angle, mildly-relativistic, weak cocoon with a successful off-axis jet. 
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Typical multi-wavelength light curve

power-law decay



Time and viewing angle dependence

Peak flux:
• Higher for lower angles
• Delayed for greater angles

Ø After peak there is ~power law decay

Ø Spectrum is also ~power law above 
some peak frequency

Ø Spectrum softens with time

Van Eerten+ ApJL 2011



Margutti+ 2018

GW170817

Flux still increasing!



Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory

• Burst Alert Telescope (BAT)
• X-Ray Telescope (XRT)
• Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT)

Localization with afterglow



Electromagnetic signature



Electromagnetic signature

• Beamed
• Good gamma-ray FoV
• Limited localization 

(difficult to follow-up)



• Good time frame (~week)
• ~Isotropic
• Limited IR FoV / sensitivity

à not for every telescope

Electromagnetic signature



• Isotropic
• Long-term  -- easy follow-up
• Flux may be small

accretion diskaccretion disk

merger ejecta

kilonova
(near-infrared;

~ 1 week)

radioactive decay
shocks within the 

interstellar medium
(radio; years)

following Metzger & Berger 2012

(seconds)

gamma raysgamma rays

high-energy neutrinos

gamma-ray burst

Electromagnetic signature
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to attenuation by the ejecta, we compare our neutrino con-
straints to neutrino emission expected for typical GRB pa-
rameters. For the prompt and extended emissions, we use the
results of Kimura et al. (2017) and compare these to our con-
straints for the relevant ±500 s time window. For extended
emission we consider source parameters corresponding to
both optimistic and moderate scenarios in Table 1 of Kimura
et al. (2017). For emission on even longer timescales, we
compare our constraints for the 14-day time window with
the relevant results of Fang & Metzger (2017), namely emis-
sion from approximately 0.3 to 3 days and from 3 to 30 days
following the merger. Predictions based on fiducial emis-
sion models and neutrino constraints are shown in Fig. 2. We
find that our limits would constrain the optimistic extended-
emission scenario for a typical GRB at ⇠ 40Mpc, viewed at
zero viewing angle.

4. CONCLUSION

We searched for high-energy neutrinos from the first bi-
nary neutron star merger detected through GWs, GW170817,
in the energy band of [⇠ 1011 eV, ⇠ 1020 eV] using the
ANTARES, IceCube, and Pierre Auger Observatories, as well
as for MeV neutrinos with IceCube. This marks an unprece-
dented joint effort of experiments sensitive to high-energy
neutrinos. We have observed no significant neutrino counter-
part within a ±500 s window, nor in the subsequent 14 days.
The three detectors complement each other in the energy
bands in which they are most sensitive (see Fig. 2).

This non-detection is consistent with our expectations from
a typical GRB observed off-axis, or with a low-luminosity
GRB. Possible gamma-ray attenuation in the ejecta from the
merger remnant could also account for the low gamma-ray
luminosity, which could mean stronger neutrino emission.
Optimistic scenarios for such on-axis gamma-attenuated
emission are constrained by the present non-detection.

While the location of this source was nearly ideal for
Auger, it was well above the horizon for IceCube and
ANTARES for prompt observations. This limited the sensitiv-
ity of the latter two detectors, particularly below ⇠ 100TeV.
For source locations near, or below the horizon, a factor of
⇠ 10 increase in fluence sensitivity to prompt emission from
an E�2 neutrino spectrum is expected.

With the discovery of a nearby binary neutron star merger,
the ongoing enhancement of detector sensitivity (Abbott
et al. 2016) and the growing network of GW detectors (Aso
et al. 2013; Iyer et al. 2011), we can expect that several binary
neutron star mergers will be observed in the near future. Not
only will this allow stacking analyses of neutrino emission,
but it will also bring about sources with favorable orientation
and direction.

The ANTARES, IceCube, and Pierre Auger Collaborations
are planning to continue the rapid search for neutrino can-

Figure 2. Upper limits (at 90% confidence level) on the neutrino
spectral fluence from GW170817 during a ±500 s window centered
on the GW trigger time (top panel), and a 14-day window follow-
ing the GW trigger (bottom panel). For each experiment, limits are
calculated separately for each energy decade, assuming a spectral
fluence F (E) = Fup ⇥ [E/GeV]�2 in that decade only. Also
shown are predictions by neutrino emission models. In the upper
plot, models from Kimura et al. (2017) for both extended emission
(EE) and prompt emission are scaled to a distance of 40 Mpc, and
shown for the case of on-axis viewing angle (0�) and selected off-
axis angles to indicate the dependence on this parameter. GW data
and the redshift of the host-galaxy constrain the viewing angle to
⇥ 2 [0�, 36�] (see Section 3). In the lower plot, models from Fang
& Metzger (2017) are scaled to a distance of 40 Mpc. All fluences
are shown as the per flavor sum of neutrino and anti-neutrino flu-
ence, assuming equal fluence in all flavors, as expected for standard
neutrino oscillation parameters.

didates from identified GW sources. A coincident neutrino,
with a typical position uncertainty of ⇠ 1 deg2 could signifi-
cantly improve the fast localization of joint events compared
to the GW-only case. In addition, the first joint GW and high-
energy neutrino discovery might thereby be known to the
wider astronomy community within minutes after the event,
opening a rich field of multimessenger astronomy with parti-
cle, electromagnetic, and gravitational waves combined.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Figure 1. Localizations and sensitive sky areas at the time of the GW event in equatorial coordinates: GW 90% credible-level localization
(red contour; Abbott et al. 2017c), direction of NGC 4993 (black plus symbol; Coulter et al. 2017a), directions of IceCube’s and ANTARES’s
neutrino candidates within 500 s of the merger (green crosses and blue diamonds, respectively), ANTARES’s horizon separating down-going
(north of horizon) and up-going (south of horizon) neutrino directions (dashed blue line), and Auger’s fields of view for Earth-skimming (darker
blue) and down-going (lighter blue) directions. IceCube’s up-going and down-going directions are on the northern and southern hemispheres,
respectively. The zenith angle of the source at the detection time of the merger was 73.8� for ANTARES, 66.6� for IceCube, and 91.9� for
Auger.

the interaction of cosmic ray particles with the atmosphere
above the detectors. This discrimination is done by consid-
ering the observed direction and energy of the charged par-
ticles. Surface detectors focus on high-energy (& 1017eV)
showers created close to the detector by neutrinos from near-
horizontal directions. In-ice and in-water detectors can select
well-reconstructed track events from the up-going direction
where the Earth is used as a natural shield for the dominant
background of penetrating muons from cosmic ray showers.
By requiring the neutrino interaction vertex to be contained
inside the instrumented volume, or requiring its energy to
be sufficiently high to be incompatible with the down-going
muon background, even neutrino events originating above
the horizon are identifiable. Neutrinos originating from cos-
mic ray interactions in the atmosphere are also observed and
constitute the primary background for up-going and vertex-
contained event selections.

All three observatories, ANTARES, IceCube, and Auger,
performed searches for neutrino signals in coincidence with
the binary neutron star merger event GW170817, each us-
ing multiple event selections. Two different time windows
were used for the searches. First, we used a ±500 s time
window around the merger to search for neutrinos associated
with prompt and extended gamma-ray emission (Baret et al.
2011; Kimura et al. 2017). Second, we searched for neutrinos
over a longer 14-day time window following the GW detec-
tion, to cover predictions of longer-lived emission processes
(e.g., Gao et al. 2013; Fang & Metzger 2017).

2.1. ANTARES

The ANTARES neutrino telescope has been continuously
operating since 2008. Located deep (2500 m) in the Mediter-
ranean Sea, 40 km from Toulon (France), it is a 10 Mt-
scale array of photosensors, detecting neutrinos with energies
above O(100) GeV.

Based on the originally communicated locations of the
GW signal and the GRB detection, high-energy neutrino can-
didates were initially searched for in the ANTARES online
data stream, relying on a fast algorithm which selects only
up-going neutrino track candidates (Adrián-Martı́nez et al.
2016b). No up-going muon neutrino candidate events were
found in a ±500 s time window centered on the GW event
time – for an expected number of atmospheric background
events of ⇠ 10�2 during the coincident time window. An ex-
tended online search during ±1 h also resulted in no up-going
neutrino coincidences.

As it subsequently became clear, the precise direction of
origin of GW170817 in NGC 4993 was above the ANTARES
horizon at the detection time of the binary merger (see Fig. 1).
Thus, a dedicated analysis looking for down-going muon
neutrino candidates in the online ANTARES data stream was
also performed. No neutrino counterparts were found in this
analysis. The results of these low-latency searches were
shared with follow-up partners within a few hours for the
up-going search and a few days for the down-going search
(Ageron et al. 2017a,b).

Here, ANTARES used an updated high-energy neutrino fol-
low up of GW170817 that includes the shower channel. It

IceCube
Auger, IceCube, ANTARES, LIGO, Virgo 2017
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Fig. 3. Near-infrared spectrum of 
EM170817 at 4.5 days after merger. For 
display purposes, the data have been 
smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter (solid 
black line), and the unfiltered data are shown 
in grey. A predicted model macronova 
spectrum (23) assuming an ejecta mass of 
Mej = 0.05M☉ and a velocity of v = 0.1c at a 
phase of 4.5 days post merger is shown in 
red. The spectra have been corrected for 
Milky Way extinction assuming reddening E(B 
– V) = 0.1 (10). Regions of low signal-to-noise 
ratio from strong telluric absorption by the 
Earth’s atmosphere between the near-
infrared J, H, and K spectral windows are 
indicated by the vertical dark grey bars. The 
light grey shaded band is the blackbody 
which best fits the photometric 
measurements at 4.5 days (10). 
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 Red: kilonova at 4.5 days, M=0.05Msun, v=0.1c

Black: observation

• Evolution inconsistent with GRB afterglow

• Roughly consistent with kilonova emission

Dark Energy Camera (DECam), Gemini-South/FLAMINGOS-2 

(GS/F2), and the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) 

Cowperthwaite+ ApJL 2017

• We need a combination of two outflows 
to explain observations



Possible explanations
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Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of the components of matter ejected from neutron-

star mergers. Red colours denote regions of heavy r-process elements, which radiate 

red/infrared light. Blue colours denote regions of light r-process elements which radiate 

blue/optical light. During the merger, tidal forces peel off tails of matter, forming a torus 

of heavy r-process ejecta in the plane of the binary. Material squeezed into the polar 

regions during the stellar collision can form a cone of light r-process material. Roughly 

spherical winds from a remnant accretion disk can also contribute, and are sensitive to the 

fate of the central merger remnant. a, If the remnant survives as a hot neutron star for tens 

of milliseconds, its neutrino irradiation lowers the neutron fraction and produces a blue 

wind. b, If the remnant collapses promptly to a black hole, neutrino irradiation is 

suppressed and the winds may be red. c, In the merger of a neutron star and a black hole, 

only a single tidal tail is ejected and the disk winds are more likely to be red. 
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Kasen+ Nature 2017

• Dynamical ejecta: v = 0.2 – 0.3 c,   M = 10-3 – 10-2 M☉, neutron rich à absorption à red, slower
• Winds: v = 0.05 – 0.1 c, M = 10-2 – 10-1 M☉, less neutron rich à blue, faster
• Winds can come from a NS that doesn’t collapse immediately, or the accretion disk.
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